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Sacred lands

Making the Grade

Tne plight ·of American Indians in the Southwest was
brought to the attention of
UM-St. Louis Students when
a Navaho Elder spoke on campus recently.

Athletic Director Chuck Smith
talks about the academics of
athletics and how the graduation rate of the · Rivermen is
not where he would like it to
be.

See Features page 5.

See Sports, page 7

Campus Reminder
Student Government
Association elections will
be held Monday the 23rd
and Tuesday the 24th.
Get out and vote!
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SGA Presidential Candidates Go Head-To-Head
by K.C. Clarke
reporter
Candidates for student body president had a chance to debate Monday,
April 16, issues ranging from member.ship in the Associated Students of the
University of Missouri [ASUM] to racism
and homophobia on campus.
1\vo of the candidates, Jennifer Horan
and Alia Pruzhansky, fielded questions
from a panel comprised of CURRENT
staff members.
A third candidate, Bryan Wyatt, and
his running mate Tim Gartin were absent from the debate.
Pruzhansky's vice presidential candidate, Mark Grimes, was also absent.
Candidates also discussed a requirement for mandatory attendence by student organizations at SGA meetings,
raising student activity fees, dorms and
parking.
Horan opened the debate questioning the validity of UM-St. Louis involvement with ASUM - a powerful lobby group which represents three UM
campuses.
Horan suggested UM-S1 Louis
should look into other organizations
that might do a better job than ASUM.
"What' think we ought to consider
is perhaps forming our own little lobby
group for our own campus," Horan said,
"01' joining an Inter-campus Student

Pruzhansk/ supported Small's lead,
Council which would involve all of the
universities of the state of Mis;ouri, in- saying that student organizations should
stead of just ASUM."
not be penalized. She also said that by
Horan reasoned that since 40 percent not attending th e meetings, the
of the voting electorate in Jefferson Ci- organizations were onlJ hurting
ty was from St. Louis, it might be more themsel~es.
effective for, UM-St. louis to sponsor
"Basically my stand on SGA reits own lobby group.
quirements to make mandatory
Horan also touched on money as a meetings is th at it's not right for the
reason for joining an inter-campus stu- organizations or the people that are part
dent counciL
of SGA ;' Pruzhansky said . "If an
"In ASUM you have to pay money to organization decides that it's not for
be a member, and that would come out them to go to SGA meetings, then at
of your student activity fees;' Horan that time they're hurting themselves to
said. "A lot of students feel that fees are miss out on information that could be
big enough. That is one of the reasons quite importtnt to them."
the assembly voted down ASUM this
Horan said any changes in funding for
year."
organizations must be made by the Stu-,
Pruzhansky sttted any organization dent Activities Budget Committee.
which best served the needs of the cam- [SABC]
pus would be the one her administra"You can't take away the money given
. tion supported.
to students by students," Horan said.
"Any organization that intends to help . "There's nothing right about that,
this campus out, not just in name but unless you make a change at the SABC
in action, that will definately do level that says in order to get funding
something for this campus, deserves to in the first place, you have to be a
be a palt of this campus," Pruzhansky , member of the student govemment or
you have to go to meetings."
said.
Both candidates challenged a requireBoth Pruzhanskv and Horan addressment that student organizations attend _~ed the issue of rai'sing student activity
SGA meetings or they would lose their fees. Horan said that in light of the new
funding.
computer fee, students costs were high
CWTent SGA President, Terence enough already.
Small, refused to penalize organizations
Pruzhansky believes that increasing
activit)' fees would do ;\ lot to help out
that failed to attend the meetings.

all the organizations on campus. She
said, however, that a survey should be
ttken to find out how students feel
about increasing fees.
"That is a question that has to be put
to a survey on this campus," Pruzhansky said. ''I'm sure that most of the people on campus feel that it's definately
not the thing to do to raise the fees. If
that's the standing opinion of the
students ... I would not want to 'go
against it."
Horan.said student organizations are
going to have to work more closely
together in order to create unity.
"] think what we're going to have to
do is make room, make space, and stalt
working on programs together; ' Horan
said. "This is a campus community, and
there should be room for all of us."
Both Horan and Garufi, who have
made the dissemination of information
a major base for their platform, said that
the key to combatting racism and
homoph obia on campus is talking about
the issues.
"If there's nothing that a college campus is al l about:' Garufi said, "it's people talking and exchanging ideas."
Pruzhansky. who had discussed some
of the recent problems with the Lesbianl
Gay Campus Organization (LGCO), suggested offering classes dealing with gay
issues. or having gay groups come in to
talk to cla<;ses in an effort to increase
awareness.
The .recent problems stem from the
LCGO 's pamphelts being tom down or
defaced. according to the group's president. Lany Biling.
There was some disagreement among
th e c.andidates concerning perceptions
of racism.
~
"As far as racism is concemed. you
can't change somebody's mind if they're

brought up that way. The only thing you
can do is introduce them to indi viduals
who they thought were tottlly different
and show them how simi lar they are, no
matter who you are. These people are
all people and they 're human beings
and they have to be treated that way,"
Pruzhansky said.
Horan challenged Pruzhansky's
perception of change.

"First ot all," said Horan, "I don't
subscribe to the idea that once people
have got their ideas formed in their
heads, they can't be changed. It's
definately not the position student
government should take. Student
government should take an aggressive
position . 8.9 percent of our populat.cn

See DEBA TE, paqe 2

Close Call: TWA Avoids
A .Repeat Performance
by Thomas J. Kovach
reporter
and
Brad Touchette
reporter

A Trans World Airlines flight departing from St. Louis Lambert International AilV01t made an emergency landing arowld 5 p.m. Wednesday after t".;o
of its rear-tires on the right side blew
after take-off.
Flight 403, an UO-ll, carrying 184
passengers to Los Angeles and
Honolulu, was taking ofi at 3:45 p.m.
'hen a loud bang carne fro m under the
pfane. Pc .. ngers said th y (elt a nJmbJing and shaking of th e plane.
"As thl! plane was shaking we thoug'ht
there was something wrong \\~th the
,no egear." said Di1\'id Carpenkr. a
passeng r who was returning to Los
Angeles. "The pilot wasn't sure what the
problem was. so he had to do a low tlyby. The rilot said the ground crew

couldn't teU and he w{}uldrather be safe
thali sorry and was going to rand in St.
Louis."
..
"When we first touched ground, it
shook like it did when we first took-off.
But we never felt like we ",-ere in any real
danger." he added.
Passengers felt that the crew and
pilots handled the situation very well.
Most said that the ere\\' did an excellent
job of calming the passengers down.
;'It was an excellent landing,"
Carpenter said.
The passengers were then re-routed
to another plane after a delay of an hour.
This is the third emergency landing
by a TW plane in a week at Lambelt.
Unlike the crash on July 23 , 1973 involving an Ozarl Airliner. tragedy was
avoided as the TWA aircraft landed
without injuries.
The 1973 crash occured on -eighth
of a mile north of UM-. t. Louis near
Florissant Hoad. killing 38.
TV'. ,whose hub is in St. Louis. also
uwns Ozark's fleet of planes.

Small Fires Student Court J ustices
by Brad Touchette
reporter

DEBATE:J ennifer Horan, left, and Alia Pruzhansky face off in the SGA Presidential Debate held
April 16. See page 3 for the Current's endorsement for president. (photo by Fred Appel)

Universities Vy For Big Names~
Bucks In Commencement Speakers
(CPS)-I t's almost graduation time. tracks donations to schools.
For students, it is a tim e of saying good"tf you choose someone controversial,
bye to (lId friends and nervously stepp- it can have a negative impact. For exing into the job market or on to the ne.xt ampl e, if you have a speaker that alumcollege. For their sc hools, however, it is ni find offensive, it might effect their
a time for rac ing to sign up the richest, contributions," Lewis said.
most famous commencement speaker
Things can go wrong along the wa)'.
'
possible.
USU, for one, originally had magazine
··The universities are all for it, it publisher and corporate bo.n vivant
generates a lot of publicity for them," Malcolm Fofbes schedul ed to spesk at
said John Palmer. president of the Na- its commencement ceremonies. Forbes
tional Speakers Bureau. a Chicago- passed away in March. In his stead USU
based agent for many prominent . managed to sign up Nobel laureate
speakers.
Manfred Eigen, a West German
"Schools get a big-name speaker for chemist. whose reknown , while conseveral purposes," he explained. "One siderable in academic circles, doesn't
is just tu provide "n interesting speaker match Forbes' in the corporate world of
for graduates and their parents. The donating money to colleges.
other is to generate publicity."
Talking heads from television are
In deciding whom to ask to speak, amo ng this year's most sought-after
one Utah Stlte University (USU) com- speakers. Palmer noted multiple cammencement committee member said pus offers for Sam Donaldson, Tom
schouls keep an eye on both politics and Brokaw and Dan Rather, adding that
mone\·.
some of his other clients like Adm.
··Th~ speaker should have the same William Cro.we and former U.N . Ampolitics as th e uni\'crsitv·s administra- bassador Jeane Kirkpatlick also are in
tion. \·et it shfJuld he a big enough name demand.
that it Jttract <lttention Clnd bring in
Palmer maintained that former
more donations [( , the university," said Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, who
the Ci>mmittee memhl!r, who asked not had to cancel his last attempt at a cam. to be named.
pus tour because of student protests in
"That \\,puld mJke se nse:' said the early 1980s, has been asked to
PriscillJ Le\\·is of thl! ("unci I for Aid to speak at several schools this spring.
EducJ ti on , a (\('\\. York group that
"But everybody," Palmer added ,

"wants (Soviet leader Mikhail) Gorbachev. It's a really big deal ."
Rumors are /lying that Gorbachev will
speak at Brown University's commencement May 28. While NSB's Palmer confirmed the date, Brown officials refused
to verify that Corbachev would attend.
The AssoCiated Press reported April 6
that the Soviet will not go to Brown.
"Brown doesn't schedule outside
speakers as such, and the university has
no further comment." sais spokesman
Don Demaio.
Even though it would bring a lot of
publicity to the university, most seniors
don't seem upset that Corbachev probably won't appear. .
"The tradition at Brown is to have.
senior speakers," said senior Sondra
Berger. ." like it that way. It's more
representative of our class, and it's not
just somebody preaching at us."
The Soviet embassy in Washington,
D.C., would not comment.
President Bush, on the other hand.
will speaker at graduation ceremooies
at the uoiversities of South Carolina and
Texas at Austin, a<; well as at Texas A&!
University in Kingsville.
Texas A&L in fact. hit pay dirt in the
co mmencement competition when it
also got U.S. Sec retary of Education

See SPEAKERS, page 2

Terence Small. president of Student
. Govem ment Association (SCA) asl,ed
for the resignation of the student court
on Monday.
"I've had enough." Small told the
SGA assembly members at their
meeting April 16.
Chief Justice of the Student Court
Fiaz Mohammod tllmed in his resigna. tion Monday night. No other court
. justices have resigned . but Laura Paige.
SGA vice presid'ent, said she thought
that Lisa Henderson, another court
justice, would resign soon.
Page said that they hadn't heard from
Henderson all day, and assumes that she
has decided to wi thdraw from her
position.
According to the SGA by-laws, th:
student court is charged with settling
parking ticket appeals. According to
Small, however, the COUlt hasn't been
able to reach quorum in the past month
to proceed with busin e..<.S.
Quorum is the number' of people
needed in order to conduct official
business. The student court needs a
minimum of three out of live justices in
order to meet quorum.
Small told the SGA representatives
that some students have had tickets in
appeal since late January, and the lack
of action tal,en by the court on appealed tickets is threatening some students'
graduation dates.
Small cited leadership as the core of
the problem. "The problem was that
[the student court members] weren't
comm unicating with each other. I don't
want to point a finger at one palticular
person, but Piaz [MohammudJ seemed
to be the crux of the problem .
"He'd set up meetings for quorum and
not show up himself," Small said. ''I'm
sure he had other co mmitments and he
wasn't just skipping out, but when yuu're
to'l busy, you're too busy. And he should
have just stepped down if he didn't have
the time instead of letting it get as out
of hand as it has"
Court Justice Chris Daniel said that
they only have "one more hatch lof
tickets] to get through." Daniel couldn't
comment on the specific number of
tickets, and he said he could n't get mort'.
specific because he didn't know himself
how many w~re in the .. tJatcb"·
Daniel also said it would only take "a

day or two more to catch up," but they you I will make e·;ery effort to put 100
haven·t set a date yet to complete their percent into resolving all th e appeals."
work.
Grimes, who is also Alia Pruzhansh-y's
He had no comment when asked why running mate in the Student Govemthe court justices had such a hard time men t elections, said the reason for the
in getting three of th em together for justices difficulties were due to a lack
quorum. bu t he did say he didn't think of communication. He did n't elaborate
Henderson was going to rel inquish her on the circumstances surrounding the
position.
justices' crossed signals.
!'vlark Gri mes. who, according to
Pruzhansky, who was chief justice of
Small. \\'as one the hardest working the student court last yeal; said a batch
justices of the group. blamed the slow is not a predetermined number and
results on the huge deticit of tickets they there could be anywhere from 100 to
started off with. He didn't give any 500 tickets in a batch.
speciiics on how many tickets were in"I decided to tell the justices to either
volved, tho ugh.
get th eir act together or get out: · Small
"I don't have any idea how many told the SGA assembly. "I was catching
tickets arc left, or how long it \\'ill ttke ' too much heat for so mething I \\'asn't
to finish~' said Grimes. "I coul d~'t even doing."
give yoU a ballpark figure. But [ can tell

I Want My MTV

HAPPIN: Students had the chance to make their own music
Video at th~ Mlrthd~y celebration on campus . Rollerblades
demonstratIons , artists drawing charicatures, and Bar-B-Q
were some of the other attractions.(photo by Scott Brandt)
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DebateFrom page
is a minonty population. It's one of the
largest, if not the largest number of
minority students in the state:'
Horan stressed that it is the role of
student government to talk to minority
groups and bring them into student
government so they can have a voice.
"That is how you increase understanding and awareness;' she said.
The major question of having dormitories on campus was raised, with
both candidates agreeing that financing
them would be difficult.
Because the University of Missouri
Board of Curators have ruled that
dorms, like parking, have to be selfsupporting, the cost per year for a student to live in a dorm would exceed
$5000.
"Basically, UM-St. Louis has been
priced out of the market:' Horan said.
Both candidates said it would be difficult to change the parking situation.
"Unless someone or an organization
would like to donate the money towards
more or updated parking, it's basically
a dead issue," Pruzhansky said.
Horan said that there was talk of a
possible new parking structure behind
the Social Science Building, but no official plans have been made.
But Garufi said a recent meeting with
Vice-ChanceJlor of ,\r1minictDtivp Ser-

1
vices Larry Schlereth may imporve the
parking situation. He said Schlereth is
considering reinstating the shuttle service between the , north and south
campuses.
"I believe Mr. Schlereth's opinion or
his stance is that due to the popularity
of the program, he is going to reinstate
it. And I think he said he has identified
funds to do that with."
Pruzhansky also supported the shuttle program.
The debate ended with each candidate urging the student body to get
out and vote.
"The election means nothing if you
don't get a lot of people to tum out;'
Garufi said. "When students tum out
that says something about the whole
campus. It says that we do have a student body that's concerned."
"If you don't put anything into this
university, you don't get anything out of
it:' Pruzhansky said. "That's why all of
us are up here today, because we're willing to put something into this
university."
Students will be able to vote for their
candidate Monday, April 23 and Tuesday, April 24 at polling places around
campus. A UM-St. Louis identification
is
required.
card

SpeakerSFrom page
Lauro Cavazos to appear with Bush.
A&I President Manuel Ibanez said he
wrote a letter to Cavazos, who grew up
in Kingsville, asking if he or Bush would
speak. at the ceremony. Cavazos
reportedly convinced Bush, also from
Texas, to speak.. The secretary later
decided that he would like to attend as
well.
Kingo'Ville has formed lli-'O committees
- one to promote the university and
another to promote the city - to prepare
for the president's visit.
"It's very exciting, not just for the
campus, but also for the community. We
will be putting our best foot forward,"
said Mary Sherwood, Texas A&I's assistant director of public affairs.
While it may be a great publicity event
for the area, student's friends and
families may he left out in the cold. For
security reasons, the ceremony most
likely will be held in a gym that seats
only 4,000 people. While only 300
students are graduating, newspeople
and other students who might like to
attend.
"It's very likely that some people who
want to attend won't be able to:' Sherwood said.
Last year's graduation at Boston
University, which featured Bush and
French President Francois Mitterrand,
had more of the atmosphere that surrounds the Super Bowl rather than an
academic event. Because of the huge
crowds eAllected - about 30,000 attended - each senior was alloted four tickets.
Some enterprising students scalped
their tickets for as much as $100.
Florida State University students filed a class-action suit against FSU April

1

2 to prevent the same thing from happening there. Even though there is no
big-name speaker signed for the
ceremony, the 3,500 seniors will receive
four guest tickets each, and some are
scalping their free tickets for $60.
"A public institution of higher learning should not be allowed to create a
black market for resale of tickets for admission to a public meeting held ostensibly for the purpose of honoring il<; new
graduates," says the suit, which was filed in Leon Couonty Circuit Coourt by
seven students.
"It's for safety purposes only;' said
Susan Sheppard of FSU's ticket committee. "Last spring there was about
4,000 people sitting in the aisles, and
there would have been no way to get out
in case of an emergency."
Wesleyan University, on the other
hand, holds its ceremonies on a big
grassy tield, and dIlybody who wants to
attend may. This year, Archbishop De5mond Tutu will be the featured speaker.
While getting a speaker has become
big business - costing anywhere from
$2,000 to $20,000 depending on the
popularity of the speaker -- few administrators readily admit they want to
attract attention to their school.
"I don't get a sense that it is a competition:' William Holder, who was part
of the committee to bring Tutu to
Wesleyan. "Each university wants to get
somebody who can make the event
memorable aand meaningful:'
A&l, however, isn't bashful about trying to draw attention to the university.
"We certainly hope this will attract
potential students," Sherwood said.

Scott Bral1dt Pl1otograpl1y
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Legal Assistance with Traffic Violations
For a lawyer's assistance with:
SPEEDING DRIVING WHILE SUSPENDED DWI
RECKLESS DRIVING ALL MOVING VIOLATIONS

South County Traffic Clinic
631-5001
A service of Dill, Wamser, Kohner, & Bamvakais
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Just In Time For Finals
It's what you need to beat the
Finals Blues, thats right, the
Stagnant®
, that world
renowned parody of UM-St.
Louis. Coming Soon to News stands
all over campus.

Just When You Thought It
Was S-afe To Get Caught In
The Current ...

Ifyou want hin1 to use acondom,
this is all you have to say. '.
MISSOURI

Call

800-533-AIDS
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The· Best Choice
The staff of the Current has chosen to support Alia Pruzhansky as President of Student Government Association.
In reaching the decision, several factors figured into the process, including how the candidates handled themselves at the
debate. Pruzhansky will represent the larger pecentage of the
general student population and
will keep an open mind toward
involving the campus in the
. Associated Students Of the
University of Missouri (ASUM),
a lobbying group that presents .
student views to the legislature
in Jefferson City. Both candidates - stressed that communication with the students is
essential to running an effective
student government, but
Alla Pruzhansky
Pruzhansky seems to have the
.
edge when it comes to responding to the needs of students. Pruzhansky's plans for SGA will
be contingent on the goals the organization sets for itself, but
the staff feels that her goals will mesh well with those 'of the
assembly. Outgoing president Terence Small fo6und out the hard
way that a stubborn stand on issues in the assembly will reap
little rewards. The president of SGA must be accountable to the
assembly, otherwise that office is out of check. Pruzhansky was
a stickler for abiding by the SGA Bylaws all year, so if she follows
her own lead there should be a good checks and balances system
in SGA for the first time in quite a while.
Pruzhansky's vice-presidential partner, Mark Grimes, will ·add
the minority representation sorely needed on this campus.
Grimes' list of activities far outwieghs those 9f his competitors,
which should make him quite an effective leader. Both candidates
are dedicated to this campus and should prove excellent leaders

Election Advise

elections like this where one person is
blown away by the other candidates.
This years campaign ran rather
smooth as compared to last year's race
though. Acc·usations flew from all sides
by Kevin Kleine
about fraud, cheating and various minor
editor
incidents that gave the SeA election
process a black eye.
The staff 'of the Current Had tough
The assembly Died to change the pro·
time chosing between Jennifer Horan cess, but was naive in its methods. So
and Alia pruzhansky for SGA President. we're stuck with the same flawed system,
Although Horan did not win the vote but it is by far a better system than the
of the staff, she is not to be taken light- one of mail·in ballots proposed earlier
ly. This race will be close If Pruzhan- in the year.
sky wins the election, she should not fail . I suggested in a column last year that
to place Horan high in the SGA. Both the election process should use
·....omen could be a valuable asset to each computer-scored cards to count the
other in the co min g year.
ballots. It would work like the machines
Unfortunately, Bryan Wyatt will only used to grade the multiple choice tests
end up in the "also ran" category. A slip- given in the large lecture classes. If a
shod campaign from the onset was his student number turn ed up more than
downfall. His absence from th e once, all ballots with that number would
presidential debate was like throwing a be vo id. It would also separate the canbucket of water of the small spark of a didates better and make for a less con·
campaign he had going. I hate to see fusir11Z ballot

Inside View

Letters' Policy
The Current welcomes letterslo the
editor. The writer's student number
and phone number must accompany
all letters. Non-students must also in·
clude their phone numbers. Letters
should be ·no longer than two typed,
double-spaced pages. No unsigned
letters will be published, but the

author's name can be withheld by
request.
The curreot reserves the right to
edit all letters for space and style
consideration. The cun-ent reserves
the right to refuse publication of
letters.

DeCURRENT
The Current is published weekly on Thursdays. Advertising rates are avaliaUie
upon request by contacting the Current bUSiness office aty (314) 553-5175.
Space resevations for advertisements must be recleved by noon the Monday
prior to publication.
. .
.
f
The Current is financed in part by Student ActiVity Fees and IS not an 0 . ficial publication of the University of Missouri. The University IS not reponslble for the content or policies of the Current. '..
'
..
Editorials published in the paper reflect the opinions o.f t~e. editorial staff.
Columns and commentaries reflect the opinions of the indiVidual wnters.
All materials contained in this issue are the property of the Current and
cannot be reproduced or reprinted without the expressed written consent of.
the Current and its staff.
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All The Vice Chancellor's Men

Police Silent About ,Campus Incidents
the events, the records would not be job on the police; just another case of
Foppe bad-mouthing the university. But
needed.
the
opposite couldn't be truer The
You would have thought the Current
was trying to catch the chancellor in a unive"iity and the police department
compromising liaison or better yet tie were gil'en ample time on several occaby Shawn M. Foppe
managing editor
Eva Louise Fraser's financial in- sions to produce evidence to clear up
vestments to crack houses in north SL discrepanGies. but have instead chosen
It was the stuff great spy novels are·· Louis. None of this, however, was true. to treat the records as if th ey were namade of; there were secret meetings in- What the CUiTent was investigating were tional secrets.
Come on. What happens on this capvolving confidential sources. The buzz handicapped student's accusations that
in the newsroom was electric, everyone the UM - St. Louis Police department mus that the police department is realknew that someth ing was up. There was not responding to calls for ly needed. Year after year students cry
out that the police are just high priced
were phone calls to the University's legal assistance.
The accusations imolved an incident meter maids. and year after year Pickens
counsel trying to gain access to police
records without letting anyone know where a student fell off her three or Schl ereth claim the police are needwhich records were really needed and wheeler (a type of wheelchair) while try- ed to protect the .campus ..But who are
ing to enter the le. Penney Building on they waiting to protect. nbviouslynot
why.
For the must part. the police chief her way to her vehicle It was late at the injured or the handicapped.
I guess thats what Pickens doesn't
played it close to the cuff and directed night and the police department was
all calls to his boss'· vice chancellor called for assistance. The dispatcher told want you to find out about. Just like I'm
Larry (Schlereth). For his part, the vice the caller that the incident was not the sure he doesn't want you to find out
chancellor played ignorant of universi- police department's problem and to call about the time a woman called in for
ty policies governing access to police Student Affairs (m ind you the time was assistance involving a sexual assault and
was told to call back in the morning.
records. Very peculiar for some one a after 10 p.m.)
Is this what the), meant by creating
heart beat away from the chancellor.
The caller phoned Maclean at home
Late night meetings (actually 10 a.m. He told her to phone the police for a hostile environment'
) with the Current's local attorney and assistance and that he would look into
long distance calls to political advisors the problem immediately. She called the
The world has suffered a great loss in
in Washington D.C. added to th e police back and they grudgi ngly assisted
melodrama. Strategies were planned. A - 30 minutes later. This fact is denied our war against AlDS. Last week.
temporary restraining order naming the by Chief Pickens of the UM-St. Louis IS-year old Ryan White silently passed
ch<\l1cellor. the police chief. and certain Police department, but he has ofiered away after a five year battle against the
memhers of the Board of Curators and no evidence to the contrary, including disease.
Ryan was a hemophiliac who caught
UM-St. Louis admi~istration was sought taped conversations involving the UM- those records would'nt disappear so St. Louis police dispatcher, and none the AIDS virus wh ile receiving a blood
transfusion . During his battle with the
easily with high level members of the seems forthcoming.
Pickens was eventually ordered to virus, he gained national notoriety apuniversity facing contempt charges from
cooperate with the Currentalthough his pearing on all the big talk shows, on naa COUlt!Of law.
Then the big break came through. assistance was in the way of an official tional news broadcasts. and on Nightline
The energy swep t through th e story which seems to differ with the with Ted Koppel. Ryan also became
newsroom like a tornado in April. The story of several witnesses and the vice friends with international stars the like
of Madonns, Elton John and Michael
word came down - student affairs vice chancellor for stud ent affairs.
chancellor Sandy Maclean could verify
Now I know this seems like a hatchet Jackson.

Oblivion

*****

Ryan leaves behind a large legacy. his
battle to attend public school enlightened the nation and cleared the way for
other children with AIDS to attend
schooL His willingness to appear in
public to talk aboutn AIDS and his eminent death gave the entire world a new
perspective on death from one so young
but so insightful.
Death from AIDS is never easy to accept, but when a young person dies
from the disease, the death takes on an
air of tragedy. We do not moum the fact
that Ryan is no longer with us, for we
know th at he is at peace and has gone
on to meet his maker; what we mourn
is the loss of someone who had so much
to give. Who knows what great alt the
world will never see; who knows what
wondrous technical feats will never be
realized; who knows what miraculous
scientific accomplishments will never
gain f"uition all because of the death of
one so young.
When Ryan passed earth's "slippery
bounds:' a nation stopped to mourn.
Michael Jackson comforted Ryan's
mother, Elton John and Phil Donahue
served. as pall bearers, and Elton John
sang a song dp.decated to Ryan about
a bird dreaming to be free. for the first
time ever, a representative form the office of the President of the United States
- Barbara Bush - attended the funerdl
of an AIDS victim, and the funeral was
canied live on CNN.
Ryan's death once again focused the
nation on the ravages of AIDS and how
desperate the situation is. In th e end,
Ryan's death gave us his greatest legacy
of all - Hope.
May his legacy live long.

Candidate: Enforce Rules, Stamp Out Apathy
Dear Editor,
The Student General Assembly has
failed in its duty to represent the student body. The restlUcturing should
begin "'ith enforcement of current rules
on meeting attendance, the enactment
of new rules and leadership to eliminate
apathy among the representatives, and
if they do not begin properly represen. ting their constituency they should be
removed from interfering with those

who do.
The SGA has failed to live up to its
potential and is in desperate need of action. One of the few things the SGA has
accomplished in the past is the allocation of funds, and even that has been
spotty. for example. the ad ministration
before the present ran a defici t which
is supposd to be impossible and illegal.
Currently the entire student court has·
been asked to resign because they allowed three months worth of unsol ved

A Few More
Dear Editor;

St Louis MO. 63121

associate managing editor

~/

It seems that some people have been
quite aroused by my letter concerning
"weeding out:' I apologize to the person who responded if I angered them
in any way. But, she said some things
about my letter that I did not even hint
at or mention. To support my opinion
of why we need to educate students we
have at this university, I have sited some
interesting studies.
1. [n this weeks issue of Newsweek,
April 9, 1990, there is presented some
alarming surveys about our nation's high
school students. Out of 13 industrialized countries included in the survey, on
the Chemistry achievement tests, Hong
Kong scored number one while the
United States was right there at number
·11. On the Physics test, Ho!,)g Kong
again was number one Where was the
United States? At number nine And
finally, the biology section. Singapore
was number one, and, hold on to your
hats, the United States was number 13.
Pretty impressive, r must say.
2. O.K. How about some statistics on

Words ~

college students. In th~ same issue of
Newsweek. it says, and r paraphrase:
American Students are ,fleeing from
math and science courses in droves. By
the third grade, half of the students
don't want to take anymore science or
math . Fewer than half ever take a
science course after the tenth grade, ana
only percent pursue studies in calculus,
unlike those 12 percent of Japan ese
students who pursue calculus classes.
College students who major in engineering is nine times higher in Japan than
in the United States. Foreign Nationals
now receive over half of the Ph.D's
awarded in this country concerning
engineering (Newsweek. April 9, 1990,
pg. 53).
. 3. I was talking to some people who
support my letter and they brought me
into contact with some other information. In the American Scientist for
September/October 1989, there is a
whole imprint titles "A Profile ot
Undergraduates in the Sciences;' written by Kenneth Green. In it, he sites
many alarming trends:

ticket appeals to pile up. The main
reason for this situation is the impermissible apathy that is prevalent even in
'student government. topped off by a
sense of helplessness that comes from
'the wasting of people's time at ineffectual meetings. The only reps that do
show up ior the meetings are either in
a tirade about someth ing or are there
to collect money. The meetings have
been plagued with unend ing bickering
and infighting, including attempts to im-

peach the president. A rep explained
most member's attitudes by sharing her
own. "I only show up so that we continue to get funding. which we end up
spending on pizza and drinks at a few
parties:· To make matters worse. they
have to spend the money el!en if they
have to waste it because if they don't,
they will receive less the next yeal:

See Wljatl paQe 6

About 'Weeding-Out'
More than half of the students who
nowhere,. and it is not getting us
anywhere as a nation .
pursue degrees change to nonscience
programIT)s. (including myself).
Finally. I also agree that we should
"For women, their interest in the . not hand Ollt As, but neither should we
sciences has declined 2/5 in the period
give D's or F"s to those who try and do
from 1965-1988. This is discouraging
learn something. We should not lower
when we are trying to encourage
standards, but we should not raise them
everyone to obtain a higher degree of
so high as to discourage students from
pursuing science careers or change their
education.
• From this, there is a tremendous loss
majors. Take a look at your classmates.
of talented and able-minded people.
They are not all rich. white. Americans.
• Science is a dey resource for the future
They are people - people working to
and weeding out is not preparing us to
better th emselves and make something
happen .
meet this challenge (pgs. 475-4S0).
When reading Ms. Douaihy's letter,
Please listen to what I say. Read the
she made it sound as if those who are
surveys and the articles. If we pay attenwhite, have money. an d attend private
tion to what our country is doing, then
schools are the ones who are eligible to
maybe we can become number one
receive a degree. 1was not and I am not
This cannot happen until everyone pulls
pleading for the indiscriminate granting
together and stops being elitists. Our
of degrees and no where in my previous
educational system is one mistake we
letter did I mention anything about
can learn by.
honors. It is in our Nation's best interest
that we educate even those who did not
America...Open }vur Eyes,
have the "proper cultural and educa·
Chris Currington (again)
tional facilities." Ms. Douaihy needs to
scan her letter for clarity. Please listen
PS. A country is only as educated as its
to what 'IOu sav. Being "elitists" gets you
least educated person. (B. H.)
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Bugg Lake: Relax Take A Second Look
by Barry Kepp

student
"Hey it's spring!"
"Spring fever! Outdoor, man, that's
where it's at!"
Awright, settle down, now, and listen.
"O-kay."
We at UM-St. louis are among the
privileged few of st. Louis and we don't
even know it.
"Oh, yeah?"
Yeah.
No, I don,t mean the fact that we have
both the opportunity and the means to
afford an education-a luxury available
to neither the lower-middle-class work
slave nor the homeless poor. And yet we
regard it more often as a hassle than a
privilege.
And I don't mean the unparallelled
good fortune that we enjoy in the fact
that most of the prime parking spaces
are two hundred miles from the nearest
sign of civilization which allows us to
catch up on the much needed exercise
everyone's talking about. (But don't feel
too privileged; after all, this isn't the only university with this arrangement. At
the University of Milwaukee..)
The blessing I'm talking about is a
subtler benefit of life on the UM-St. louis
campus, and one that's far more distinictive than the two cited above. We are
blessed to be attending one of the only
universities in St. Louis-and indeed in
the Midwest, the US., even the worldgraced by a lake. And the special hidden benefits that it gives us take some
of the edge off the harsh tribulation of
even the parking-space trek. (That's the
one where Spock lands one of the shuttles in a No-Landing zone on Henabdit
II. No, wait, that's in "Back to the
Future n." Wait a minute ... )
"Oh, comme on! Get serious. You got
me to read "this far just for a lake? Big
deal. J'm late for class-Later, dude."
I know. Big deal, a lake. But check
it out: Now that spring is here, stop by
the lake for a couple of minutes in between classes. Stand on the newly built
wooden dock, or have a seat on one of
the hills overlooking the lake just outside of Benton. ("Benton?" I thought
that was a tv show?" "No, he was
Dukakis running mate." "Dukakis
who?")

Seriously, though, you won't find a
!Dore .unique relaxation experience
anywhere on canJPUS. Look out over the
hypnotic green ripples. Feel the radiant
warmth of the fiery sun, the celestial
source of wind, rain, and life. Listen to
the distant .sounds of birds, barking
dogs, and crispy leaves singing their
.
' "
songs 0f an tIClpation
0f th e commg
rebirth of season, plants, and planet.
Take your time. Spend a few minutes
there relaxing, doing absolutely nothing' Lean on th e rail or Iean bac k
. t bemg.
-Jus
on the hill; close your eyes; and take a
few deep, slow breaths. In the manic
frantic hectic hustle-bustle of daily liv·In g,you need an d deserve thoIS momen t.
The lake IS a treasure m all kmds of
weather-hot, warm, cool, rainy, sunny,
. dy. And now that the grass IS. comor wm
ing up, it's a great place for doing
homework, kickin' back, writing in a
journal, or having a snack. (But please
I'
don'tItter,
lest the Lady of the Lake
haunt your breath for a thousand years
with a persistent aroma of stale
· · on your next
braunsc hwelger-startmg
date.) And when it's raining ·or you're
pressed for time, it's good to just glance
Jor a Jewd
secon s on your way to
at I't "
wh erever. Even in small doses, the image of the water has subtle, subliminal
calming effects.
It can also be an excellent refuge for
thinking about a problem, crisis, or
challenge.. Or even a good place to in..
. b'
vlte
mmute or ten, Just
emg outdoor
and watching the ripples is hypnotical· It h
I
'Just
Iy caI mmg.
e ps to stare
at a spot
.
d
'_r
beIow the rJountam
an IJUOCUS your VI-.
sion; if you wear glasses, take then off.
Every now an d then, cIose your eves an d
b
h d I I'
.
reEat e hEe p }!., t sgllreat ·
h r
h
ven w en ItS stJ , w en t e Jountain's off, it's incredible.. There's a haunt·mg SOlt 0f mystery ab out therefJ'
ectlon
of trees and sky in a placid lake. It's like
lVJng p hotograp h'IC seu Ipture 0 f trana I··
qUI'j'h
I.; th at you become a part a,f
because you .re th ere Wit. h'It. Dr. Ch arIes
,
Granger, ProJessor
0t' B'10 Iogy an d
Education, put it nicely before the fountain was installed: "Just to have a set·
th
.
tmg on campus at has a peaceful VI·
ab
t't
I
I
fJ
h
510n ou I 1e ps one to re ect on t e
. aspec ts 0f 1'/·
caI mmg
Ie."
Bugg Lake. named after form er
'
chance II or James S. Bugg, has been

d ~
If"
1964
This artificial tendency permeates our
Granger and probably the entire departthe MiSsouri Conservation Commission
arhoun th or ~ on.gty Ime~smdced
d'
lifestyles, as it has done for so centuries
ment, is pleased to see the lake back
had been notified before the draining,
e an
.
.
.pad of your responfw en . eaIumversI
d d was
b t lounth'
to greater and greater degrees WIth
the .
m place
at least),
an d had come out an d gotten th e fi sh
0\ se:: heca thes e ore at as ~
advance of man's insatiable quest for
sibility is to return the area to its original
and turtles and a lot of the frogs and
: er h p, ~ en e campus W~t go
"development:' So that in our modem
condition:' Again. I agree.
relocated them to other lakes. After all. .
An~ ;'t~n d ~ ~amp~s ~~ a ~o tra~
society we witness open fields being razAnd yet, while the concept of the new
non-humans need a home too. Accor. d I tthn t ee~ or tee l°rtsd and
ed to build shopping plazas, housing
lake is far from this. it's also far better
ding to John [Vlruzik, however. many of
Wlds omt °d 'ts°s e tW °b.gO laftenvo veh an
developments. and industrial complexes'
than a parking lot. (Because nbw we can
the frog-sensing the imminent apavoca
I tires ora
. most 0 f th elr
. I'IVes .moors
d
. wh
'
proac h 0 t· the human. JU
' ggem au t (PI ease
t e tru
th ton, d r t ebrepeopIe I'Ivmg
stl'11 get our exercIse
en gomg
to
cen ~on~ c ~nSta~ w:aIls o~e I;tin flourescent lighting and stale air; diets
classes in Benton and Stadler.) And a
... )-had escaped prematurely to the
~eJn e~ ~~ ~ . st er th' e hal~
of svthetic chemical compounds that
new clay liner has been installed to preswimming pool oi a nearbyby Bel-Nor
JU d
dO aY
mIg
e
I
t er asp .
p~
for
food.
And
this
fake
reality
is
ilvent
it
from
leaking
like
it
used
to.
.
resident. Now'there's a anew twist on a
rt
ese
Iustrate d,u nfor.tunateIy, by the deClSlOn
..
Before Its
. drammg,
. . bv th e way, accor)
B . as Itbwas
d s atet lor
't aIa one pomt.
'd
P00 I pal.....
LJ.,
e~~g a 0 YI wa er, ~ so provl es
to put the stone collar around the shore
ding to Granger. the lake was home to
. Among the many who deserve praise
u: WI t a ~arvet ou!sa~ um~~ sou:ce
for soil retention instead of living plants.
bluegills, crappies, Asian and channel
for raising their voices and/or piggy
0 n~durat feahu y'S't d autraC . Ige, vICe
An equally unfortunate choice is the
catfish (which controlled the algae
~anks in support of the lake's restorapresl en 0 said:
t e u en ovemment
,Joun tai' n .(wh'IC h. I00 ks lik ~ an ImItation
'..
. ) ,~nappmg
. tu rtl. es, pamte
. d "on
are' Lon l1/il'ki
Ch arIes Granger:
Association
popu Iation
u
' . . " Ins,
"I tho k 'f
t
b
rock.) WIth thiS mechanIcal apparatus
turtles, and trogs-m additIOn to th e John iVhuZlk; M. Thomas Jones. Deputh
m I s netcessary. Oil ren:ehmther
running constantly, adding to the
wild reeds and grasses around its banks
ty to the Chancellor; Sandy MacLean,
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. of elec- ·and edges and the .smaller
..
. chance
'11 or Dor stu dent affam:
. the
ti th especla v WIt 11 e
already enormous consumption
anImal
, m',lICe
con ruc o~, k a ~oesthonl~n ~o eg.~
tricity on campus, there will rarely be
sect, and microbial life forms in the
Biology Club students and other student
camp~ses.} I ee~n; the , e er~ I
a time when we'll be able to look at the
water and air. This abundance of living organizations who donated both cash
remrlm s Pt eth° p e at raleres. anot etr l~e and see a tapestry of gentle ripples
diversity made for an excellent educaand their time in collecting donations
wou d ou ere, a na u envrronmen '
. . .
~
.
fr
d
f I
d
.
'f
t all' t th
b' I
d ffi'
or a perfectly frozen aquanan mlrrortlOnal resouree for 900-1,000 bIOlogy
om stu ents, acu ty, an companies;
I s no f ~uSb .e cu I~ ~d ~ 0 ce
sights as unique as having a lake on
students per year, besides giving passers- and AHa Pruzhansky and others of the
spaFc~ 0 e usmess wtal°r tan· d . t.
campus in the first place.
by a wealth of natural visual delights. Student Government Association who
I n the words of Dr. Granger: "There's
Wh at d0 they stu dents thomk about
.
hId
..
h rvm an
th enVlronmen
lak h b sstri pom
d f
e pe coord'mate t he f un dralsmg.
ow~vei.tse ~eral as e~ alP~e ~
something about a fountain that
having ~ lal,e on campus? I asked several
Tom Eschen, Senio Development Ofmudc °t I 'h~a
"tscodn . u "eatuh·
changes your attltude about water. It
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ficer with University Relations, informan
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since
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rammg
.
. W·th
. th e
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. d un der
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. ct. With
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water has a different feel to it. It's softer,
. "The calming effect of it:'
a campaign called "Student Dollar
po~u ad~ns ~mosth0 wt ICd m~y no ~ mellower, more natural." While I'll ad"It's nice that in a metropolitan area Days" in November of '88. The amount
~es ore 'd~ ~YI mSd~ ~ so: co - mit that the sound of running water
there is a lake. r think that it gives totalled to '513.21. which was deposited
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creates its own soothing effect and the
students a chance to appreciate natural into a Student Government Association
~ ~I ~ .:.ep ga~ik om ~e
sight of a fountain has a certain artificial
things."
account. It has now been transferred intOU tJ° coartn.ofj)"all s modre e a c IC, a - appeal, I couldn't agree with him more..
"Peaceful and beautiful. I like to come to a gift account, Tom said, to enable
rac
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.
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Studying can be fun with the right
partner... Zenith Data Systems
Portable Computers

\Sii"'hZl

Zenith Data Systems
offers a full line
of portable computers
Frilm the 5.~.ib . M i nisf'ort to the new V(j,\ Supcrsf'lJrt lXlie
and SX IDI)(iel. Zenith DataSystems offers il wiele variety of
laptops with th e perfo rmance ofa desktop computer .
Various Models iJ vaiiab le from ~Ilkk t(JkIJ:J<% . .Just illJilgITlC .. .
no matter whtre you are: the heach. li brarv. traill. or
schoo!' your fun and games (as well as hr)/ne\-York ) g-n
with

y(Ju~

For "lOre infomwlion,

ptease contact:

Zenith Data Systems
(314) 991-4061
Jim Harris

-

SOl!!ciaJ Educational pricing of
is. available only to !3luClenl!l.

40'!l:.-45%
laculty &

ZENITHn

data systems ~

orr retail
siafl.

t

CASSI

SIGI PLUS

Computer Assisted
Study Skills

System of Interactive
Guidance and

Instuction

Information

Raise your grades by'learning
how to read textbooks
efficiently, reduce test anxiety,
improve time management and
organize papers. You can learn
Iheseand many other study
skills by trying CASSI, a userrriendlYJ :omputer program.

SIor PLUS is a very special tooUhat can
help you plan your career. Developed by a
team of researchers and specialists at
Educalional resting Service. SIGI PLUS is.
the most advilnced career guidance svst~m
available. It combine; the uniqu~
capabilities of.the computer with
thoroughly researched information about
occuparions . values. imerests. skills,
educational programs and more.

I

CASSI and' SIGI

-

are available by appointment in the Counseling Service Career Resource Cemer, 427
SSB . For an appointment, call 553-5711 HORIZONS - STUDENTS HELPING
STUDENTS
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Original Homeless Are ·Still Seeking .Shelter
by K.C. Clarke
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DYING ART: Rituals such as dances like the one above are slowly
fading as the U.S. Government pushes Native Americans from their
lands. UM-St Louis hosts a Pow Wow every year in support of
Indians helping to preserve their culture.(photos by Scott Brandt)
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"The land is our Mother Ealth. Coal is
her liver and uranium her guts. Once
they are all pulled out. we will suffer."
Basically. Smith says that many of the
Navaho and Hopi traditionals just want
to be left alone so that they can live in
the old way. as farmers and ranchers and
at peace with their environment.
"We don't want luxury," Smith said.
"We don't want VCRs and color TVs. We
just want to be culture rich."
An activist for Indian rights since
1982, Smith has traveled the world in
an attempt to bring attention to the Indian cause. Thanks to her efforts. and
the efforts of Indian acti vists before her.
the issue oi forced relocation has been
taken up by the United Nations.

Smith , who recently returned from a
conference in Geneva, Switzerland is encOUl'aged by the things that she has
seen on her travels. Particularly inspirational to her was the freeing of Nelson
Mandela and the advancement of black
rights in South .lUrica.
''We see these things go on in front
of us at the U.N .... Smith said. "My hope
and my spirit is very high. I know the
UN. is the only place our prayers will
be answered."
Until her prayers are answered, Smith,
whose real name is "Morning Star"
among her people will continue to shine
light on the cause of the Navaho and
on the cause of all indigent people from
around th e world.

Shakespeare's Life Reconstructed

Students To Celebrate Earth Day

by Cathy Waller

by Stan Wisniewski
reporter

'The lunatic. the lo/,el; and the poet
Are of imagination all compact"
- Midsummers Xights Dream
Willian Shakespeare had imagination.
But little is known about what
Shakespeare considered himself to be
- a lunatic, a lover or a poet. The fact
is there is not much we can be certain
of when it comes to his life. All there
is to go on are a few records from Stratford. England. where Shakespeare \\'a.5
born and raised.
Biographies in those days were only
written for saints and nobility.
Shakespeare was a special guy. but not
that special according to the
Elizabethians.
It seems very appropriate, then. in
celebration of his bilthday CAplil 23)
that we see just what kind of life
Shakespeare really lived and maybe
even do a little hypothesi,zing of our own
when things get a little dry. After all the lunatic. lover and poet are of imagination ,jl comapact. aren't they'
. We don't actually know if
Shakespeare Wa.5 born on April 23rd or
not The only information we hal'e is his
baptismal record for the 26th of April.
1564. But because Shakespeare died on
April 23. 1616 (52 years later), histOlians
have decided to designate his birthday
on the same date.

•

Indiails, America's original homeless,
are once again facing eviction trom their
tribal lands.
UM-St. Louis students· got a first
hand look at the issues when a Navaho
elder spoke on campus last week.
Grace Smith, a spokesperson and
medicine woman for the "Dineh;' or
Holy People as the Navaho call
themselves, was in town on a lecture
tour of several area campuses.
. Speaking to students abClut the forced relocation .of 15,000 Navahos and
hundreds of Hopis from a reservation
in Arizona, Smith came straight to the
point.
''I'm not here to make you feel sorry
for the poor Indian;' said Smith. ''I'm
.
here for justice:'
The Navaho's story is a long and tangled web of corporate and government
double-dealing that has left thousands
of Indians homeless and two tribes on
the brink. of a so-called "range war".
Once happy to live together in peace,
the Hopi and the Navaho have been
divided oy a cOl!rt order and a fence
where there once was open range.
Apparently, the division and ensuing
bad blood between the tribes was stage
managed by large mining concerns,
who, working in tandem with the United
States government, were eager to take
advantage of the rift and move in on the
resource rich mesas of the reservation.
The reservation was arbitrarily divided in half, without regards as to which
tribe lived on what side of the line. That
line left 15,000 Navaho on the wrong
side of the tracks.
To make matters worse, the US. imposed a Tribal Council of hand-picked
officials on the Indian people. So began
a silent and insidious corruption as the
Tribal officials sold away the mining
rights t(9 the rich coal and uranium
deposits beneath the land, and
bulldozers cut into the sacred

moun tams.
.
Smith and other Navaho and HopI
traditionalists are wise to the cOlTUption
on the councils.
"The Tribal Councils are elected so
they can sign away the land;~ said Smith.
"They are government puppetS."
In a land where many people are poor
and jobs are few, Smith says that bribery
is not too hard to swallow.
"Around election time, there are a lot
of large checkbooks;' said Smith. "One
hundred dollars, 300 dollars, is a lot bf .
money. They [the peopie] don't know
what it's for:'
Poverty and government harrassment
make it hard for the people to fight the
relocation. The Indian people who will
not voluntarily relocate to the other side
of the fence ' are being forced out by
government imposed hardships such as
building moratoriums and revocation of
grazing leases for their stock.
"You have to have a permit now to
graze horses, sheep and cattle." said
Smith
The government revoked hers.
Smith would like to see tribal government pass back into the hands of the
people.
Smith believes that the Hopi and
Navaho can work out their differences
if outside forces would just leave them
alone.
"We want to control our own destiny;'
Smith said. "We want to get rid of the
government:'
Smith would also like to see the people take control of the mining leases.
The Indians have very little control over
the mining operations and see alfO()st
nothing of the huge profits the mining
concerns rake in.
One of Smith's major concerns is the
destruction of the environment that
mining has caused. The Navaho and
Hopi traditionally have close, religious
ties to the land, and they see themselves
as the Earth's caretakers.
"We work with environmentalists to
try and protect the land," said Smith.

CODllDentary
was lost. Not literally, but as far as most
records go. he was. Legends about what
Shal\espeare did dUling these absent
vears range from his being a country
~choolmaster to hunting deer illegally
as a pasttime.
Personally. I think both of these were
probably true. I can just picture it He
was probably like one of those real cool.
sixties look-alike professors you had in
school who had all his students call him
bv his first name and he'd let ever)'One
6~ outside on nice days to have class.
" "1 think \'ou need 'a hobby. dear."
Anne sugg~ted after watching him
mope around the house day after day.
·'Yeah. I guess you're right I think I'll
go into town and see what the guys are
up to tonight"
Thus. thanks to those crazy guys he
ran around with, deer-poaching expeditions came into being. His buddies
started to call him "lunatic" for short.
After gi\'ing some thought to his life,
I believe Shakespea~e saw more potential in himself than that of his preceding
actions: I'm su re this conclusion was
drawn with the help of Sb'atford's
Wildlife Society, too.
Suddenly, he stalted to feel pressed
toward a much more refined profession
and life-style.
I'm sure he tried to write in his own
home, but it didn't work out The kids
were too rambunctious. and of course
Anne expected to spend some quality
time with him in the evenings. So, he
went off to London to act and write.'

one copy of each part. So, one can
understand why it was so difficult to get
the manuscripts together.
I can just see their rehearsals back
then ... An actor comes in after drinking
his morning coffee, and accidently
knocks it over onto his script The director gets tremendously bent out of shape
about this and says, "Next time any of
you does something like that again,
you're going to have to re-copy all the
scripts yourse]tl"
Curiously enoug, Shakespeare
wasn't well known as a poet until 1609
when the publication of "Shakespeares
Sonnets" came out, but his plays were
being performed well before the folio
publication.
These sonnets are believed to be autobiographical, and it continues to be a
painful secret to most as to whom
William was actually writing to. It would
be nice if it had been his \\~fe he was
writing about. But there is
lot of
evidence that contradicts this theory. If
it was Anne, I'm sure she got just a little upset when she saw sonnet number

a

130.

My mistress' eyes are nothing like the

)~ou say its your Earth Day. its my
Earth Day too.
Earth Day began 20 years ago as
teach-ins by Da\'id Brower and other
activists to raise awareness of environmental issues after the 1969 oil
spill off the Sarita Barbara coast.
This year Earth Day will be held
on April 22nd. The group Earth Day
1990 St. Louis will sponsor several
activities on the 21st and 22nd in
Forest Park.
The UM-St. Louis Biology Club
and the Grassroots Institute will cosponsor a lecture by Brower on th e
25th.
Brower began as an environmental activist in 1926. He served as the
first executive director of The Sierra
Club from 1952 to 1969. More
recently he helped establish National
Parks in the Redwoods, the North
Cascades and on Cape Cod. He is
cun-ently the chairman of the Earth
Island Institute which works to
restore the earth.
Brower lives in Berkeley Ca. He
will give lectures at UM-St Louis.
Washington University and St Louis
University.

In addition to the Ealth Day acti\'iti es. the Biology Club sponsors
seminars e\'ery oth er Tuesday on
biological and environmental issues.
Currently. the Biology Club is involvcd in several projects on campus.
The club recently did an environmental audit of the campus.
The report shows how much energy
Wa.5 used by the university, how much
tr<l.~h was gf'oerated and what

percentage was recycled. It also
milkes recommendations on how to
use renewable energy sources and
it ' ms that can be recycled that are
not recycled now.
In addition to the Biology Club.
the Forensics and Debate Club will
give oral p res ntations to commemorate Earth Day. The presentations will b in the 1.C. Penney
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m . April 19.

Presenting:Tom O'Leary and Laura Paige show the Student
Government Associatipn the official Earth Day Flag. SGA donated
$50 towards the purchase of the flag.(photo by David Barnes)

sun

Coral is far more red than her lips' red;
If snow be white, why then her breasts
Shakespe.are was raised in a: middleare dun;
class famil\'. His father. who was once
If hairs be wires. black wires grow on
elected Stratford's Bailiff (this was
.
her head
equivalent'to a may,Jr). had a good
. this one's got a great riffs and an even the words which are obviously directed
by Brad Touchette
I have seen ;;;ses damasked, red and
reputation in town.
better melody to k~ep you coming back. towards some stuck-up yuppie ' or
reporter
white,
Shakespeare spent most of his time
"Essence"is also bright and movcs to something. Though they may have
But no such roses see I in her cheeks;
in a strenuous grammar school when he
"Gold Afternoon Fix". the new album a nice, uptempo bl:'.at. The acollstic wanted the song to sound that way. it
And in some perfumes is there more
was young - nine hours a day, summer
by the Australian group The Church has guitars are a real treat to listen to Oil _ still makes the LP ugly.
13\' 1592 Shakespeare was thriving
delight
and winter.
been one of the most anticipated since this track .
"Disappointment" is just that After
suc~essfull)' on London's literary and
Than in the breath that from my
Companies of professional actors ap- theatrical stages and also hopefully. of
"City" is not bad. It is original. but hearing it. one may ask himself:'Why
the release of their previous LP. "Star. mish'ess reeks
peared in Stratford, and it is believed course. writing to Anne faithfully.
fish" and their first top 40 single "Under it could have used a more liveh' voice did I sit through that?" Don't ask me.
I love to hear her speak; yet well I know
that \Villiam was probably influenced by
The Milky Way."
to complem ent it. Sometimes Stew paL Learn to lise that fast-forward butDuring the following decade,
That music hath a far more pleasing
the actors and their plays.
Unfortunately, the release does not Kilbey (vocals. bass. keyboards) and his ton. [ guess.
Shakespeare wrote the best theatrical
sound:
Intluenced' Right. He was probably drama in the history of the world. No
live up to expectations. Many good voice get old frum the low. alm ost
And just when you think side two has
1 grant I never saw a goddess go
picking those plays apart.
one could believe that this guy - from
My mistress, when she walks, treads on , songs highlight the first side, but a monotone sound he emits. This song is died a sloll' deJ.th and brought YOll
"You know.. .that plot is not as highl\, Stratford of all places - could turn up
drowning, dreary, walk through the a good example oi that But the music along for the flln oi it. The Church
the grol1Tld
developed as it could be .. .if they would the town as he did.
throws "Transcient" at you.
emotional swamp of whatever they feel is a good piece oj creativity.
And yet, by heaven, 1 think my love
put in a few more scenes which enc::rnlike singing about awaits the listener on
One such person. a Ml: Robert
The remaining traCK on side one.
This song was good enough to make
as rare
passed the central themauc essence. he Greene. wrote a letter complaining
side two.
"Monday Morning." belongs on Sesame me rewind the tape and hear it again.
As any she belied with false compare."
once t!.\plained to a friend.
Do not play side two at a party unless Street. The note progression it's built It has a dri\'ing beat and great guitar
about certain professionals who had usSure. He tries to make it up to her
The next stage of his \ife could eas.ily ed their talents for the betterment of
you want to make sure everyone will be around sounds like something you'd licks. It made me think that the rest of
be lab~led (hy those nice. thick. boring their own work. ,·...supposes he is as well in the last two lines. Don't think she
thoroughly bummed out when they hear while watching Grover play with this side wouldn't be a wash.
biograph.cal bpoks found in yom local able to bombast out a blanke verse a.5 didn't notice that. I guess he was exleave. Also, don't listen to that side if you one the many hom eless kids on that
I WJS wrong. The last felA·· tracks were
librarvl ",he Lover's Years." He must the best of you: and beeing an absolute perimenting with a little "realistic sonhave to stay awake.
show.(Vihere do all those kids lil'e just ,miu\' "Laughing" made me feel like
have heer, some kind of Romeo to win 'Iohannes f~c totum' is in hes owne con- neting;' huh?
The Church is talented in melody anyway?)
crying Llnd wishing it would end. And
over' i:I Jangen>us. older woman as ·he ceit the onely Shake-scene in a counand originality. The first song,
Once you flip the tape to hear the se- the last ~()ng on the LP"Glind." made
In recognition of Shakespeare's bir"Pharoah," sounds like a generic cond side. you may find yourself seJr- me want to do just that to the cassette.
did .
trey':
thddY on April 23rd, I have attempted
English progressive. band and makes ching frantically for th e receipt so you
All in all. this latest effort by The
Actually. I'm not so sure that is exactly
you hope the tape gets a little better. can get something else. "You're Still Church is a good product. A lot of songs
Right. I'm really going to believe a guy to recreate a "realistic biography" of the
how it happened . Shakespeare manied who spells being with two ·e's. I never man - with the main emphasis on
The second song. "Metropolis". Beautiful" Jnd ··Disappointment'· are are very slow. and Kilb el' can become
Anne Hathaway on November 27, 1582. rememb er anyone named Robert "creating" and "attempting" mind you.
makes you wonder if this is U2 on bar- torture to listen to. '
. very monoton e. but the guitar melodies
T,hey had their first child on May 26, Greene in my lit classes before anyway.
We don't know all there is to know
bituates. The style of guitar playing on
"You're Still Beautiful" sounds lil,c are fresh. new. and still pleasing to listen
that track is a strange cross between they needed to fill space. l\ilbey sings
1583
to - something hard to find these days
Because of Shakespeare's popularity about Shakespeare and what his life was'
Things happened rather quickly for as a dramatist. it is hard to believe that tmly like- Because there are so many
The Edge and a mexican fiesta
to sa\' the least.
eighteen year old William - a father and his friends had such adifticult time get- legends around, it's hard to know which
"}ou 're still be(lutiful baby
And then the listener is greeted with
The second side is this album's down
a husband all at once. but regardless ot ting his plays together for the first folio one is the real Shakespeare. But I do
what he's been waiting for, a song with
nobody can fak" thai away side. I wish I could replace "City" with
their undoubtably rough start. the mar- publication in 1623. But at that time, believe we know one thing for sure - he
drive. "Terra Nova Cain" is just that.
Hm 're still heautiful bahy "Transcienf' Jnd neler ha\'e to listen to
r l.:lge seemed to be successfuL Just m:o
This nice little surprise carries you along even when you fall dOU:17 thai (Calr" side two.
they hand-wrote each actor's lines onto was a lunatic, lover, and a poet - all
veal'S later. ' twins were hnrn to the a seperate script Each actor had his three. And a man goes beyond a mere
with a pounding beat and original guitar
The tapc is worth purchasing when
ShaKespeare family
work. It's fresh and alive.
This song is about VLlllity and ar- larget has one of its sales. but that's
own palt but no one else·s.
. genius when he i's as multitalented as
For the next seven year~. ShaJ,.t:Speare
"Russian Autumn Heart" is too, but rogance- The music is taunting. just like about it.
To make matters worse, there was only this.

The Church 'Prays For Success

I

LakeFrom page 4
ocer the fountain, and charge admission
to see the show! They could call it "The
Bugg Follies:' No? Oh ...
The article lists an impressive roster,
by the way, of more than SLxty "students,
satff, faculty members, and others who
donated money to the project." Almost
a dozen local companies and citizensamong them Pepperidge Farms, the
Funny Bone Comedy Club, and Mrs.
Lois Schoemehl-also sponsored the
project, making donations of goldfish,
free passes, cash, and other items to
help with the campiagn. On behalf of
all of us who have long appreciated or
are learning to appreciate this Great
Lake in the Midwest, I thank all of these
individuals and companies once again.
(I wonder what happened to the goldfish
...)

Billie Sue Schulze, acting vice
chancellor for university relations, said
that if the students show a renewed interest in raising even more funds to
maintain an'd beautify the lake annualy, University Relation~ would suport the
ongoing project completely.
Luckily, however, there should be no
need for that. According to Mary
Vosevich, manager of grounds, both her
department and fcilities planning are
coordinating the overall beautification
and maintenance of the lake and the
surrounding area. Facilities services
maintains the entire campus grounds
regularly. And thanks to the combined
efforts of them and facilities planning,
we're witnessing the installation of the
excellent new dock, sidewalks, lights,
and the eventual planting of trees and
re-Iandscaping of the entire area. (The
sideswalks are outstanding, not only the

general campus population, but also for
those who are physically disabled. The
administration has long excelled at accomodating this segment of our student
body and visiting public.)
Vosevich voiced one more testimonial
to the lake's value, both present and
future: "the lake adds a quality to the
campus that was lacking when it was
there. And with the addition of
wildflowers and native plant strains, it
should be a real gathering pjace for
students, faculty, and staff:' She emphasized that we all have to be patient,
though, while the renovation is in progress, as both the construction work
and the planting and growing of the
plants takes time.
Water is an essential element of our
physical, psychoemotional, and spiritual
health. The ionization experienced from
being near moving water, for examplelike waterfalls, falling rain, streams, and
ocean spray (not the cranberry
cocktail)-is wonderfully rejuvenative.
This, is fact. is the best thing about the
fountain.
But even looking at a body of still
water is therapeutic, as it helps to reestablish . our shaky connection to
nature. And, of course, we need plenty
of good water to drink (six to eight
glasses daily is what health care
specialists recommend-I manage about
two), to facilitate the efficient functioning all bodily processes. Our bodies, afer
all, are made up of about sixty-five percent water, while our blood is about
eighty-three percent water and our
brains almost seventy-five percent.
Mathematically, biologically, and
realistically speaking, water is a big part

of us.

So now, hopefully, with active student
interest and wise government and administrative decision·making, some of
the wildlife may be restored soon. (Wild
life, yeah! Party on, Garth!" "Party on,
Wayne! Keep those cards, letters and
phone calss comin' in!") And the banks
will defintely be re-planted, and the area
below the hills and all the way around
the lake wilt be re-seeded and landscaped (It looks like that's already
begun.) Maybe they'll even put in a few
benches, trashcans and recycling con·
tainers to help make the area more
"user-friendly." (God, haven't we heard
that term enough yet?) The lake will
once again become a landmark of unique aesthetic and calming appeal for all
of us on this suburban camDUS to enjoy.
And even if you still think "Big deal,
a lake," try a new experience: Take a lake
break. I guarantee you'll find it calming,
focusing and pleasant. What else can I
say? The lake's a great place to hang out.
As you look out over it, let this be one
blessing that you don't overlook
anymore.
And if you're having a hard time
focusing on your studies, here's a little
aquatic inspiration called "The Lake
Rap;' to kind of "rap" things up.
If your G.P.A.
is a point away
from makin' you wish you went to
class today,
take a tip from the lakenot a dip, just a. break.
. And soon you'll be chagin' from a 'C
to an 'A'I

Wyatt From page 3
There are on average less than 30 out
of 125 people in attendance of any
meeting, unless as above, it is the day
organizations receive their funding. The
simple fact, are that the assembly
seldom meets more than twice a month,
and there should be no excuse for such
pathetic turn out. An effective way to do
that is to make sure that the assembly
members feel as if they are accomplishing something at every
meeting.
The SGA has governing policies that
address absenteeism. but, the rules have
yet to be enforced. I would begin by sending all oraganizations copies of the present SGA constitution, with the ap'propriate restrictions on missed
meetings underlined. After that, any
organization that missed a meeting
would be given a verbal warning, wither
to the representative at the next meeting

or to the advisor over the phone. Upon
the second infraction, a written warning would be sent to the organization.
Regretfully, if an organization or elected
individual were to miss three meetings
in a semester then they will be suspended from the assembly, pending an appeal to the student court. '
The most important issue is that the
SGA be returned to a viable, strong, and
unifying governing entity and not to
focus on the punishment of its
members. The years have shown it is
time for more aggressive policies and
this is an important step along the way'.
If the groups e.xpect to receive funding
from the SGA, they hd better expect to
help in the administration and governrIg of all parts of the body. Only in this
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News Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor
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Qualifications:
• Writing experience and coursework
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''I'm still just a sophmore, but
when I graduate I'm going to
have more than a degree.
Thanks to UPS I'm going to
have a great looking resume
too."

Professor Steven Rowan and

Elizabeth Sims will be signing
copies of their book,

"Fortune magazine rated UPS
one of the 'most admired' corporations in America. And I
work there. I make almost
$10,000 a year for working
about 4 hours a day. I'm even
being considered for a promotion. Wouldn't that look great
on my resume: 'Part-time
Supervisor, UPS.' I get my
choice of working mornings,
afternoons or nights."

The Mysteries of St louis
in the Bookstore on

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25TH

2:30-4:00

"It's tough to graduate at the
head of the class. But if yOU"
want to graduate ahead in the
job market, just have UPS at
the top of your resume."
Openings· exist at the UPS
Earth City building. Interviews
will be held on Thursday, April
26, from 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
at the S.T.E.P. (Student Employment Program) office. For more
information, or to apply for an
interview, call 553-5317 or visit
346 Woods Hall (S.T:E.P. office).
We are an equal opportunity
employer.
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DElllVERS ,EDUCATION
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5761 please

Refreshments will be served.

Sponsored by University Bookstore
and Evening College
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START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.

loan.

Apply now for six weeks of P.nny ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the d iscipline ,
confidence, and decisiveness it lakes 10
succeed in any career: And you'll qualify
10 earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.

Available to college students, faculty and staff* ,
Low interest rate
-Affordable payments
Up to '$8,OOO per loan
Quick approval
- Easy' to apply No applicatJon fee .

-

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

To apply for an IBM PSj 2 le , Loan for Learning ,
visi t your ca mpus outlet or call th e Nelli e Mae
Loan Hotli ne at 1 (800) 634-9 30 8_

for more information call:

Captain Jon Boyle at 553-5176
Contact Carl Harris or Kevin, McNeil at 553-6009 for further details

or stop by Room 44

Blue Metal Office Building
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AppliCa nts must have a
\
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATIO N ELECTIONS
DATES: -

MONDAY, APRIL 23
& .

TUESDAY, APRIL 24
,

TIMES:

POLLING
PLACES:

10:-0 0 a.m. to '12:00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.in. to 7 :00 p.m . .
U. CENTER LOB BY
S.S.B. LOBBY
RESEARCH BLDG LOBBY
LUCAS HALL-THIRD FLOOR LOBBY
MARILLAC LOB BY
STUDENT 1.0. REQUIRED!

REMEMBER TO VOTE ...
APRIL 23 & 24!!!

CLASSIFIEDS
pay for my semester 878-4857 or
digital beeper 855-2026.

HELP WANTED
EXTRA WEEKLY INCOME mailing

BRANDT
circulars! No bosses or quotas! SCOTT
PHOTOGRAPHY. 838-3928 WEDSpare or full time! RUSH selfDINGS, IN-HOME PORTRAITS,
addressed, stamped envelope:
OUTDOOR PORTRAITS, QUALICLC Unlimited, P.O. Box 205,
TY FOR A STUDENT BUDGET.
Florissant, MO 63032.
UMSL STUDENTS, FACULTY,
STAFF SAVE 10% BY MENTIONGOVERNMENTS ,JOBS $16,040ING THIS AD AND J.D.
$S9,230lyr. Now Hiring. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. R-21 66 for curAre you a Student Entrepreneur?
rent federal list.
W"'!ld you like free exposure and
UPS Delivers Education! UPS is
looking for hard-working, female
and male, college students to
work part-time. 'At $8 per hour
and great benefits, it's a deal that .
can't be beat. For more infomnation, call 553-5317 TODAYI
CRUISE LINE OPENINGS HIRING
NOW!! Year round & summer jobs
available, $300-$600 per week.
Stewards, Social Directors, Tour
Guide G·ft h
h'
s'. I S op cas lers, etc.
Both skIlled and unskIlled people
neeeded. Call (719) 687-6662

AIC Power mirrors brakes steering

amlfm cassette crutse control rear

publicity? If you want your story
in the College Entrepreur
Newsletter,
write
Francis
Publishing Box 1661 Manchester,
Mo 63011. Include your phone.
Privacy ensured. Please tell a
friend. Thanks.

AEROBICS
Swimsuit weather is approaching!
Have fun doing the best aerobic
program in town. Choreographed
to the hottest music. Pay as you
o. FIRST CLASS FREEl Call
g
. '
' Kathleen for class Urnes and locatlons.741-7315

SUMMER JOBS
Over 50,000 summer job openings at Resorts, Camps, Amusement Parks, Hotels, National

What's with the moustache? CG2: Joe Piscopo: You have "Dogjaw"l
How about two eye browse?! _ _ from the "It's Our Business to
from the "It's Our Business to Notice Club"
Notice Club"

windshield defroster. Looks new.
No rust. Cimmaron Red. $3200
Kevin like anyone is going to
521-4501 or 553-5612 at UMSL .Enema Head.Has anyone giv en know that it's for you. (So what if
ask for Jenecce.
. you the finger in class lately? Hor· they do - you knew it was commone Guy: Learn anything from jng) May 7 is ' too. Don't forget.
Jeep for sale: 78, 4spd, 8 CYld. Call your survey? Disco 'King: Love . Love Me
Paul at ~21-t835.
you~'Saturda Ni hI Feve~ ' suit! .

781-3229 for location and times of
meetings .
Confidentiality
respected and assured.
FOR SALE

Summer help needed. Factory
work starting S4.50fhr. $100 student bonus for books after working for us 10 weeks. Come in to
take the test. Wilson Trop hy Co.,
9495 Aero Space Drive, SI. Louis,
MO. (behind Airport Hiltonl
ATTENTION : EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOMEI. 32,000lyr income potential. Details, (1)
602-838-8685 Ext. T-6729
fOR RENT
UNIVERSITY CITY- a great place
for students, staff, and faculty to
live. Minutes from UMSL, and
convenient to all St. Louis act ivities. For complete information
about homes for sale and apartments for rent, contact Universit y City Residential Service, 630
Trinity, 726-0668.
MISCELLANEOUS

GOVERNMENT HOMES trom $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions.
Call
(1)805·687-6000 Ext. GH-Z166 for
current repo list.
Refrigerator and deep freezer for
sale. Refrigerator is 18.5 cu bic feet
with bottom freezer. Deep freez e
is 17.5 cubic feet. Refrigerator
$100 Freezer $75. Call 831-1521
6pm-lOpm.
RESUMES / LASER TYPESET·
TING - Professional writer/editor.
Former eployee of resume agency knows: Those places are ripoftS. I will prepare for you a
resum e as good or better than
thiers for 'h the cost. Compare
cost and quality. 725-3423.
Rollerblades made by Bauer.
Good condition. Size 10. Asking
$80. Call Brad after 5:00 at
991·0974.

Limousine for hire. Please help me

WyattFrom

page

Call

or
314-388-1330
314-868-6047

"DEFEAT HOUSE BILL 1406" (B)
2) ·I'm Fixin' to CENSOR DIXONI"
·Hey Jean, keep your filthy hands oft my music!"
) ·1406 SUCKS"

"Dixon's place js in the home, not in the house'"
) "Whars wrong with this picture ... music censorshjp in USA"
"DEFEAT HOUSE BILL 1406"

Fax
The All Singing, AU Dancing, Pop Vocal Ensemble From The University Of Missouri St. Louis,
Under The Direction Of John Hylton And
Eugene Pierce.

FIND our FOR SURE.

(~=ANCY

Pikes, Chill out! I judged Talent according to the criteria on the
sheet. Originality and creativ ity,
not how many types of talent can
be performed in twenty minutes.
Maybe we11 change the rules next
year. John Hoell of Sigma Pi

645·1424
est.

Dear News Boys: In response to
your first personal- here's your
reply. Thanks for the complimentlunch sounds great as long as you
pay and we're not the main
course!!! We'd consider dessert
though!1 Frank, EI EI Cool J &
Spike

• FREE Pregnancy Testing .
• Immediate results
• Completely confidential
• Call or walk in

ADMISSION FREE

510 Baxter Rd.

Louis)

(Ballwin)

24-Hour Phone Service
WE'RE CHEAP AND WE'RE CLOSE BYH
WHAT MORE DO YOU WANT
IN AN APARTMENT?

Spritzer, How 's your baker boy?
This paybaCk cou ld be A.oX.
Many 1's for 12o'clock feedings
and diaper changing. Th e glue is
holding. Boomerang this. Curley Q
Dracula: Do you enjoy drinking
wine from a styrofoam cup? Dr.
Bland (AOJ]: I'll go with you to the
fifth floor anytimel Gilligan:

. DATE: April 22,1990
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: J. C. Penney Auditorium

227·5111

6744 Clayton Rd.

.,

To order send S9.95@ 10 Moonlight Productions Suite 180, PO Box 273C7, St LoUis 1.10 63141
Specify design II and size (S-XL). Or send for order form with the actual designs.

AMI PREGNANT?

Greek Week: If you were more invalved in the Greek system, you'd
know. As for me, I salvaged Sing
and Tale nt by agreeing to judge ill
John Hoell

on 4 different T-shirts, as mentioned on

Breakfast Club & KSHEls Morning Zoo,

1) The 1sl Amendment wI Warning Label (F)

Proffesional typing and word processing for your term papers,
theses, dissertations, manuscripts,
newsletters, resumes" Editorial,
organizational,
and
layout
assistance" laser printer" Notary
public"

1983 Toyota Longbed pickUp, dark
blue with silver stripes 4-speed
manual transmission a,mJf.m ,
radio. Engine transmission & drive
train - exce11ent. Regular prentive
maintance documented. 23-25
mpg. Tires good. Ask $1900. Contact Mary 281-3547

representatives need to begin doing
their job in a positive atmosphere and
with a little incentive- Granted, many of
them are involved with then respective
organization but they were appointed or
elected to do a job in the SGA. To
establish a positive atmosphere the
meetings should be shortened as much
as possible- All the items that can be
handled in committee should be. Also,
the meetings shouJd be run in amore
orderly fashion following procedl,lral
rules closer and set times for comments.
The meetings now resemble a basement
meeting of a Cub Scout troop. With
these policies the meetings should have
a higher level of professionalsim, efficiency, and attentiveness, thus keeping
attendanc.e up in a non coercive manner, increasing meaningful involvement,
and reducing apathy.
The methods by which I would increase the incentive to accept and follow
through with SGA projects would be two
fold, First, make an efficiency evaluation
of every member of the assembly and
release the names of the best and the
worst to the Current. The rating system
would be relatively simple involving attendance, projects accepted over projects completed, and time devoted to
committee work. On the positive side,
a new award should be established for
the best statemen of the semester with
a financial gift for service excellence to

DENOUNCE JEAN. DIXON!

The word works

Queen size futon wtframe
$100.00 361-7161. Please leave
message
HUGE, 500 families, 18,000 sq.
feet. BARGAINS, BRIC-A-BRAC,
"BEST OF EVERYTHING'; Saturday, April 28, 8am - 4pm John
Burroughs School, 755 S. Price
Rd., ladue

HOW ABOUT THESE FEATURES:
-FREE HEAT
-PRIVACY GATE WITH GATE ATTENDANT
• BI-ST ATE BUS STOP ON SITE
-POOL AND TWO LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
-A THOUSAND TREES IN A PARK-LIKE SmlNG
- FLEXIBLE LEASES
,
.1 AND 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
-OAKWOOD FLOORS AND CARPETING

6

way can we rally the leaders of the campus together, to show by example, that
apathy can be fought and conquered at
UM-St. Louis,
In any organization there are 20 percent that do 80 percent of the work .
And so far those 25 students have been
trying to carry the whole body of 125.
It is time to shift the responsibility to
all t hose who can bear it, and cut the
line to those who can not. The reason
that the SGA has been unable to reach
its promise, stems from this problem.
Within the SGA the tendency is to work
against any action; to gono where is
preferred to any semblance of political
,courage and ingenuity. For example, the
current administration has written all
but one of the assemblies legislative motions. This is typical of the level of involvement of its members,some uninformed , some uncaring, some disappointed, and all without the proper environment and leadership to make a
differenceThe representatives complain that
nothing is being done about their campus problems, but when they are asked
to do anything about it, they create the
usual excuses such as I work, I have to
study, or thats not my job. Even worse,
some members take on projects and
never follow through with them, such as
the recent mail-in baUot fiasco.
As· with attendance, all the student

Eater staff: Second best? Get real.
We're the BIGGEST partiefS in the

state.

~IS

79 Chevette, 2dr hatchback,
4speed, new tires, shocks and
c1utclh, rebuilt engine. $650.00 Call
991-8650

BUYING hockey, baseball, football
and basketball cards. No amount
too small. Especially looking for
GRETZKY, PAYTON and JORDAN
Parks, Bus inesses, Cruise Lines,
cards. Call Roger 837-2671 or Ken 79 Grand Prix for sale. 301 V-8
Ranches and more in the U.S,
engine new paint and pin stripes.
837-4289.
Canada, Australia, & 20 other
Asking $1 ,500 call after 12:00pm
countries. Complete Directory onLoving, well-educated, financially 869-6485
ly $19.95. Don't wait until after
secure couple wish to give a baby
finals. Send to Summer Jobs
Per.;onal
a special home with lots of Jove.
Drawer 38039, Colorado Springs:
If you know anyone considering
Colorado. 80937
placing an infant for adopuon, Scott Highhouse, you caught my
please call Pam and Tom at: eye from the first day I saw you.
Concession workers- Evenings
878-2929 After 6:00 PM and You're so incredibly cute. I'd like
and weekends 20 hours or more Weekends
: to get to know you. Are you
per week. Bridgeton Municipal
single? Lo ve, ?????
Athletic Complex- Contact Nancy,
THE LESBIAN GAY CAMPUS
Bridgeton Community Center; ORGANIZATION is a student and . In answer to the personal asking
739-5599.
faculty support group. Please call where were the Sigma Pi's in
Bridgeton Community Center is
now taking applications for summer lifegaurds. For more information call 739-5589.

Steve,. laurie and Ginger, Don't
forget to send the first one off the
presses to me. I had a blast.
Roudolph
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"I've always wanted to do
that! "

I
I

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri9 am-6 pm
Sat 9 am-5:30 pm
Sun 11 arn-5 pm

381-0550
5303 Lucas I; hunt Road
one minute north of 1-70

I
I
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I
I
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- Modern square parachutes

The

Attention College Grads
(or soon to be)1

'.

·$1 78.85 per month I NO MONEY DOWN
CALL Bob Victor at:
Family CheveroletlGEO
8025 Mary{and Ave.
63105
Clayton, MO
'.

I

Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility .i n University Center or call us at 383-

5555. If you have youraccountat another bank, yourATM card can be used aUhemachlne In Unlvel"
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on It_

.

IlmIlUllUiJ;BaM

60 Months 13.9% APR on approved credit
Seiling ~rice $9207 -$1000 R~bate and $600 Colleg~ Grad Rebate

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
383-5555

Member FDIC

I
I
I
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I

I
Ultimate
I - Group discounts
I -45 minutes from St. Louis
High
I
I
1I _ _ _CALL:
_ _ _ _ _647-1930
_ _ _ _ _ _/_488-5969
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I
I
I

Auto,m atic with air

The Automatic/T eller

t.

I
I

O£
~lPtl\S\

1990 Cavalier Co-upe

CIRRUS.

I
I

I
INTRO TANDEM SKYDIVE
-I
-30 minutes of training
I
-frefall with instructor from 9500'- :
PARACHUTING COURSE
- 6 hours of training
solo parachute jump from 3500'

I
I

TRY THE VILLAGE
WE'RE JUST MINUTES AWA YI

I'm H'e re
When You Need Me

•I-~--------------~---~--'
I
I
I

SPECIAL UMSL RATES FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY, STAFF (JUST BRING IN THIS AD)

the winner.
Under the new environment I would
hope there would be no need to
eliminate members of the assemble and
its bodies, But, if a rule is not enforced
then why have it. It no longer serves as
a deterrence of unwanted and unproductive behavior, Most improtant of
all it is unfair to the hard working
members of the assembly to let goot offs
and na sayers to pull the collective body
down in internal battles and cock
fighting.

UMSL CAMPUS

SPORTS
April 19, 1990

CURRENT

Rain Hampers Tennis Team
by Renee Schopp
reporter
The UM-St. Louis men's tennis team
is going through a "mid-season slump"
according to Coach ·Jeff Zoellner. He
said the team is on-and-off with wins and
attributes it to the weather.
The weather has been erratic lately
"and many matches have been called off.
This happened April 10 with Northeast
Missouri State University when the
game was called off because of rain.
On April 7 number one singles player
Scott Pollard became sick and it was
blamed on playing outside too much.
Zoellner said it's hard for a team to be
consistent when the weather causes problems every few days.
Zoellner is happy with the team
though. He thinks the players are very
good, especially the number six singles
playerJim Leslie, who was the most consistent player at the beginning of the
season with an undefeated 5-0 record
at one point.
On AprilS the tennis team beat St.
Louis University for the second time this
season with a score of 5-2. The first
game with SLU was stopped because it
b~c ame too dark outside. Tho doubles
matches were rescheduled for the April
5 meet, and UM-St. Louis won them
both.
"That was the highlight of the
season;' Zoellner said.
After that, they lost the next four
games including a home meet against
Rolla on April 12. UM-St. Louis lost
5-1. The doubles matches were not
played. Number three singles player
Dave O'Connan played very well, said
Zoellner, and is now the team's most
consistent player But at the Rolla meet
he said
. of the team, "We were verv. flat."
.
At Principia on April 14 playin~ con-

ACES:(L to R) Dave 0' Gorman, John Fredrick, Jerre Lenhardt Scott Pollard, Jared Jackson, Jim Leslie,
Joe Kritchell, Chris Stuckey, Jeff Zoellner (head coach)
ditions were favorable because the ten- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
nis courts are inside. Despite good playUM-St. Louis Men's Tennis
ing conditions, the men lost 9-0, and
Score
Principia
UM-St. Louis
then lost to St. Francis.
SINGLES
"Every match counts in a game to pull
fr7, 1·6, 1-6
Gavin Barton
1. Scott Pollard
off a victory: ' Zoellner said.
Darren Poznick
1-6, 1-6
2. Joe Kritchell
3-6, 1-6
3. Dave O'Gorman
Alejandro Cox
The tennis team started out good and
Andy Scripter
2-6.0-6
4. Jesse Lenhardt
is still hoping to do well in the remain0-6,0-6
Neil Kearney
5. Chris Stuckey
ing weeks Zoellner said. Three seniors
4-8
6. Jim Leslie
Marcus Rose
from last year have graduated and there
are only three seniors this year. The
DOUBLES
2-6. 1-6
team is open to new players for next
C. Balton
1. S. Pollard
A. Scripter
J. Lenhardt
season. If anyone is interested, they
1-6. 1-6, 0-6
2. J. Kritchell
D. Poznick
should contact the athletic office.
C. Stuckey
M. Rose
On April 27-28 there will be a conA. Cox .
0-6 . 1-6
3. D. O'Gorman
ference tournament at Lake of the
N. Kea.rney
John Fredrick
Ozarks. Zoellner said the team is "looking for a good showing at the tournaPrincipia 9
UMST LOUIS 0
FINAL SCORE:
ment at the Ozarks."

Chuck Smith Speaks Out
On Bad AspectsO! B-Ball

MIAA Baseball Standings
1. UM-RolJa 17-7
2. MO, Southern 22-3
3. SEMO 18-16
4. lJ.M-St. Louis 16-10
5, Pittsburg St. 15-16
6. Southwest Baptist 10-11

. by Thomas J. Kovach

..

reporter
.,a. -,..,. • • ..,...

• "...

-

~ --- - -

While the prom of college
basketball-the NCAA Final Four
Tournament-is finished, some college
basketball teams had problems fitting
into their tuxedos. In fact, they did not
get invitations and should not RSVP
because of alleged point-shaving and
unfair incentives offered to recruits for
signing on the dotted line to play college basketball.
Then there is the UM-St. Louis
Athletic Department, situated off a hill
from Interstate 70. Inside this vast
building of classrooms, weight rooms
and locker rooms is the commander,
Charles "Chuck" Smith. Unlike many
other basketball programs that have
many wrinkles in their suit, Smith said
the Athletic Department has only one
wrinkle: graduating players_
"Our problem here-and i have asked for this-is that we need an acaqemic
advisor for the athletes. I wish \\'C could
get our graduation rate up to 75%,"
-Smith said.
Smith pulled out a fo lder that
discusses a recent finding of athletes
that entered the school in 1984. In the
fi\le years gi\'en for a player to graduate.
Smith said that 23 graduated, one is still
enrolled, and 16 have either transfelTed,
dropped out of school. or graduated
from another institution.
In other words, only 58% of the
student-athetes strolled down the Mark
Twain gym to receive their diplomas.
Much to the chagrin of Smith,
however, is the percentage of Junior College players (lUCO) entering UM-St.
Louis in 1986. Smith displayed a angry
facial expression when he pointed out
that "only 39% have graduated. Three
are in school, and 11 are not at UMSt. Louis anymore." A JUCO player is
given three years to graduate here.
What may co ncern S1Jlith about the
above numbers is a new NCAA policy
concerning the listing of graduation
rates. Starting this year, every new class
of freshmen that sign to play at a sport
at a university will be closely monitored.
Afer he/she leaves the university, also,
the school is required to post what that
gradual<' is doing.
Smith feels that another way to boost
the graudate rate of student-athletes at
UM-St. Louis is try to have coaches
always recruiting excellent students. The
recruiting process, Smith said, should
be like a job interview.
"It all starts in the recruiting process_
When you are interviewing prospects
and, rig~t off, that person is not interested about the academic part of college and interested in only being a pro
athlete, then you best not recruit him:'
Smith said.
"I think the coach just has to lead
t'~ em around by the hand the first year
bv taking them to the academic advisOl;
milking sure they get the right schedule
and help them get on the right track for
a degree."

_ '1 wish we could .get . our

Softball Streak at 5
by David Barnes
sports editor

in a season (20).
"If Sandy can keep her strength
and intensity up for the rest of the
The UM-St. Louis softball squad season . we will be successful." said
has streaked to an 18-10 record. The Brumbaugh.
Rivel"A'Omen have won their last five
Heather McNeil has climbed back
games . .
from an injury to reach second place
"The streak has just begun ," said on the team in batting average with
head coach Harold Brumbaugh, .379.
"We're playing very good ball right
Kellie Leach is first on the batting
now. The girls are coming th rough average list by swinging .419. She
in the critical situations:'
also has the highest slugging percenSophomore Kim Cooper was in- tage with .541.
jured in practice last week. Cooper.
In fielding, Kristi Toppins is
who was batting .304 with one home leading the team with a .988 average.
run and 16 RB Is, will be out She has made 224 pu t-outs and 13
indefinitely.
assists in 240 chances.
Pitcher Sandy Hammonds is nearThe team RBI leader is Lisa
ing several records that she set last Houska with 18. "Houska's an exseason. She needs two more com- citing ballplayer to watch." said
plete games to break her record for Brumbaugh, "She can make a game
most complete games in a season for you offensively and break an op(24). With a 17-9 record, she also is ponent with her defense."
threatening her record for most wins

UM~St .

Louis Golfers
Starting From Scratch .

by David Barnes
sports editor

The UM-St. Louis golfers have been
bogged down in a sand trap in their past
few tournaments.
The team finished 17th out of 20 in
the Crossroads of America Toumament,
10th out of 16 in the Tommy Armour/Rivennan Invitational , and last
out of 11 s·chools in the Tan-Tar-A intercollegiate CoIf Tournament.
"We're vcry young and inexperienced once again:' said head coach Jim
Niederkorn. "CUlt Wichern is on ly a
sophomore. but he is our only player
with prior golf experience. He's our
leadec"
Wichern leads the team with an
average score of 82.5. He has also shot
the lowest found of golf for the team at
78.
1.c. Taylor, from Parh-way NOlth , is second on the team with an 86.4 average.
His personal low score in competition
has bee n an 83.

John Wagner is third with an average
of 86.8. His lowest score has be an 82.
"We're getting pretty consistent
scores out of the first three golfers,"
Niederkorn said. "We need to get better scores out of the number four spot."
Rounding out the team are:
Mike Sklnner-avg. 90.7
Doug Ci1es-avg. 93.0
Rich Creiner-avg. 97.0
John Lair-avg. 98.6
In the April 9-10 Tan-Tar-A tournament. the Ri\'ermen finish ed with a
team score of 709. The winners, Lewis
University, finished with 640. However,
UM-St. Louis was only 8 strokes
behind 10th place Southwest Baptist
and 15 stroke., behind 9th place University of NOlth Dal\Ota.
On the April 2 Tommy Armour/Riverman Invitational UIVI-St. Louis scored
342, which was only three points behind
Millikin and Washington University who
were tied for eighth place.
Bradley University won that tournament with a score of 315 .

graduation rate up to 75
percent
-Chuck Smith

Smith emphasi zed that the studentathlete should be evaluated periodically by their professors. A tutor is assigned if the athlete is having a problem
figuring an equation, writing a term
paper or taking notes from a lecture.
"i think when we sign someone to a
letter-of-intent, we are committing
ourselves to help them academically and
get them through this place with a
degree. We monitor the eligibility of our
ath letes very carefully. Once a week, we
check a computer to see if they are going to class or dropping it;' Smith said.
An athlete is eligible if he/she has taken
12 academic credit hours each semester
and maintains a 2.0 grade point average.
Besides fulfilling the academic commitment to the student-athlete, Smith's
duties are also to ensure the fans and
alumni of a top-notch athletic program,
filled with the players chance to reach
post-season and win a championship.
The other side of the coin, however,
in post-season play is money. And big
money, with words buzzing around
ath letic departments like gate receipts
and re\'enue. While UM-Sl Louis competes at the Division II level-where
money is scarce for teams who win
championships-many Division I squads
vie for the opportunity to go to the
NCAA Tournan1ent.
Every year in March, athletic depaltments are watching the television like .
a tornado was approaching them. Out
of the 293 teams in Division I basketball, only 64 are selected. The eyes of
a athletic department either close with
agony upon not being selcted or open
wide, like a little boy at a toy store.
One can't blame an athletic department for shedding tears if their team is
not selected. Playing in the first game
of the tournament is like landing on
Boardwalk in Monoply. One game, win
or lose, gives a school $285,000. And
the checks get bigger as more games ?re
won. Many sports experts have summ·
ed up college basketball in two words:
big business. For instance, in 1991,
CBS-TV will have a $1 billion contract
to televise the NCAA Thumament. The
equation is: more media exposure
equals more money for a school.
The network, however, reported that
out of 106 Division I schools that recieved some type of complaint, 57 were
given a major or minor infraction

(penalty).
The recent hype about schools not
following the mles began with former
NOlth Carolina State basketball player
Charles Shackleford. On NBC-TV. the
team manager ofN.C. State alleged that
Shackleford and two other players on
the team shaved point, while in school.
Point-shaving is using a gift to induce
an athlete to not play up to his/her
potential, especailly in important games.
Shackleford. a 6'10" player for the
NBAs New Jersey Nets, but a man with
a problem grapsing the English
language, denied the repOlt in a press
conference last month. He told the
public that he was given $65,000 by an
agent because, "I was poOl: I was young.
I needed the money."
On march l3, the Marshall University's men's basketball team was placed on
two year probation for giving gifts and
other benefits to recru its. The r niversity of Maryland was also caught doing
the same actions. The penalty: both
schools can't compete in the postseason, and Maryland, a member of the
highly-watched Atlantic Coast Conference, will not be seen on television
for two years.
But the story doesn't end here.
The University of Missouri Tiger
basketball team, although not under any
NCAA probation now, has two major
allegations that have many fans growling. First, Assistant Coach Rich Daly
has been accused by Ben Kelso, a
Detroit high school coach , of offering
him $20,000 to influence one of his
players to sign with Mizzou. Daly has
no comment on the allegation.
The second allegation invlove.s a book
called "Raw Recruits." In the book,
Tiger center Doug Smith is accused is
having his ACT "taken care of:' according to a source.
The NCAA is expected to send Mizzou a list of alledged violations.
As Athleti~ Director, Sm ith
remembers his days of playing college
basketball when allegations of pointshaving flew back and forth.
"This goes all the way back to my era
when I was playing in college in the early 50s:' Smith recalled. "There was a
point-shaving scandal at the University
of Kentucky. Then here we are again
with its ugly head sticking up again. It's
a black-eye to the sport."
Smith said that if he sat in the office
of Dick Schultz, executive director of
the NCAA, he would porpose the following to schools that offer scholarships:
-have a full-time compliance officier,
who knows the NCAA rules, but who is
not part of the athletic department.
- equal of distribution if money from the
television networks.
-an appeal to professionals and agents
to give athletes an education before .inducing them with mdney and contracts.

MUDBALL: Ali of last week's baseball games were rained-out. These two Rivermen had to be
co ntent with practicing on the field.(Photo by Fred Appel)

Wondering About Spring Seasons
Roo's Roost
by Mike Van Roe

contributing sports yvriter
The Easter Bunny has come and gone for another year.
Did you get your fill of jelly beans and creme-filled eggs?
Speaking of laying an egg .. What did you think of that
jockey in Louisiana who was banned from racing for 10 years.
because he took a "shOltcuf' at a fog-encrusted racetrack
and rode a 23-1 longshot to victory'
How many days will elapse before the Cardinals trade one
of their surplus of four outfielders'
.
Did Chris Dudley of the New Jersey Nets really miss 17 of
18 free throws in a game against Indiana last Saturday night?
And t hat was a home game. no hostile booing fallS or
anything! They had a contest at halftime during that game
where one selected fan I;'as placed at the free throw line, blind
fo lded, pnd spun around three times. He then hit one of seven
free throw attempts!
J wonder if Pete Rose is betting on his ex-Cincinnati Reds.
who are off to a 5-0 start (as of 4116)?
Is Jeff George of Illinois really the number one pick in the
upcoming NFL draft'
With defending champ Calgary out of the picture. the Blues
could go the Stanley Cup finals?
1really should take up the SPOlt of golf. Payne Stewillt made
$I80,(}()O this past weekend winning the Heritage Classic. And
Kenny Knox, who finished 24th at the event, sliU made
$1,960. Not bad for spe nding a few days playing 72 holes
of golfl
What does Mike Tyson expect to gain if he goes ahead and
fights George Foreman (besides the money)?
Do you think that UM~St. louis should have a mascot at
some of its games like Fredbird?
I wonder if Harold Ballard is doing figure-eights up in
heaven?
Would the Cardinals be better or worse if Busch Stadium
had natural grass?
I wonder how many "Hail Mary's" Mizzou has been saying
lately in regards to the upcoming NCAA findings of basketball vio lations at the sc hool ?

I wonder what it must be like to be a 7 foot 6 inch, or
even a 7 foot 4 inch tall high school basketball player like
those on display Sunday in th e McDonald's All American
basketball game?
.
Do some professional athletes really want to be rock stars
like they say, and vice-versa?
Does anybody really watch the "Billiards" program on
ESPN?
Or what about "Yachting?" I mean really.. :·Yachting?" It
must be for those East and West coast types?
Why do th ey give some point spreads with a 112 attached
to the margin' Nobody wins by 3 1/2. or 20 1/2 points '
Hey. even super-tall , 7 foot 6 inch plus JI1anute Bol has
hit 24 of his 47 free throws attempts this year! Are you listening Chris Dudley?
Who's more popular in St. Louis right now, Brett Hull or
Ozzie Smith?
Why doesn't anybod y like Ken Wilson?
Well, at Jeast we ha\'e Jack Buck to offset him!
The Houston Astrodome cost $35 million to build 25 vears
ago. The new prop'osed St. Louis Dome will cost an esti~ated
$200 million to build. Do you think they'll call the new dome
here one of the "Modern Wonders" of the n~w world for this
generation like they did the Astrodome for their generation?
Hey Rivermen fans, you have a Top 20 national team with
your baseball nine!
Hey St. Louis Storm fans. your team is 23-27, seven and
one-half games out of first!
.
Is Jack Nicklaus really playing on the "Seniors" circu it in
golf now? Boy, he should clean up!
Why do the Cubs still have Harry Caray?
J wonder why the Cardinal's don't have a seat cllshion promotion night anymore? Were you one of the lucky fans who
was at that game a few years ago when Tommy HelT hit his
extra-inning grand slam home run against th e Mets? If you
weren't one of most people there who tossed their cushion
on the tield after the game and kept thei r cushion. then I
can believe you!
Who's the next Cardinal that should have his number
retired? Maybe Ozzie Smith ...'
Will Mike Shannon ever get any respect?
Well, then again , we have Jack Buck. But then again we
have Ken Wilson, but then again ... !
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Come' to the IBM PS/2 ® Fair. Have some fun with the
IBM Personal System/2 ~ Try it-see how you can '
get more done in less time. Then ask about:
• easy-to-use, preloaded
software
• special student prices*
• affordable loan payments*
rrhe IBM PS/2 Fair is a fun way to
learn some valuable lessons for
college and beyond.
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Come to the PS/2 Bonanza and spring into summer with an IBM PS/2
Wednesday, April 25 from 12:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Free pizza, punch and some prize drawings
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"This offer is available only.to qualified students, faculty ~nd staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets. 0 rders are subject to
availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice.
®IBM, Personal System/2, and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
© IBM Corporation 1990.
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